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The general problem of packing regions of n-dimensional space with shapes composed of 
unit cells is treatsd from an algebraic viewpoint. By associatkg a polynomial in a variables to 
each shape, and using standard results from commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. 
information is obtained about the existence and non-existence of such packing. 
A wide variety of problems involving the packing of bricks into boxes have 
been treated in recent years by various methods. The proof of De Bruijn’s elegant 
theorem [l] is essentially algebraic in nature, involving roots of unity, while many 
other significant results have been obtained by diverse and ingenious combinator- 
ial techniques involving the ‘colouring’ of cells in a lattice. This paper attempts to 
establish a general theory of brick packing which will solve, or at least provide 
relevant information on many of the problems which have arisen to date, and will 
lead to powerful new criteria for deciding the packability or otherwise of a given 
region with a given set of bricks. The main tool will be the classical algebraic 
geometry of Hilbert, coupled with some commutative algebra and elementary 
properties of cyclotomic fields. In order to apply this theory, it will be necessary to 
pass from the notion of a brick as a rectangular block of cells, to the more general 
concept of an arbitrary weighted shape, and also to generalise what is meant by a 
packing. Thus all the results developed here will relate to packings in a general- 
ised sense. Obviously, any negative theorem which asserts that a generalised 
packing is impossible will automatically imply the impossibility of a conventional 
packing, but this will not be the case for the positive results. In order to reap the 
fruits of this theory, another paper (Part II) will specialise to the case of 
rectangular bricks and conventional packings, and a wealth of new theorems will 
be obtained. Many problems still remain unsolved, however, and the language of 
algebraic geometry will enable several plausible conjectures to be formulated. 
We shall work in n-dimensional Euclidean space R”. A translate of the unit 
cube C = {(x1, x2, . . ..x.&R”IQ~~<l for i=l,2,...,n)byanintegervector 
(r*, r2, l l l , r,,) d2” will be called a ‘cell’, and the cell C+& . . . , r,) will be 
assigned co-ordinates (rl, . . . , r,,). 
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A ‘shape’ is defined as a finite set of cells whose positions relative to one 
another are tied. Thus two sets uf cells determine the same shape if and only if 
one set is a translate of the other by an integer vector. Their cells need not be 
connected. More generally, we shall consider weighted shapes, in which each cell 
(r1912, 1 - - -9 r,! is assigned a complex number w( rl, r2, . . . , rn) called the weight of 
that cell. !Gnceforth the word ‘shape! will refer to a weighted shape, but in 
specific examples, when no cell weights ari: given, it will be assumed that they are 
all equal to 1. 
&&ition 1.1. The conjwgutes of a shape A are the shapes obtained from A by 
permuting the co-ordinate axes, i.e. by replacing each cell (I~, . . . , r,,) by 
(r n(l)* * l l 9 t,(,J where ?I is a permutation of 1,2, . . . , IO. 
DefinitionP.2. An a,Xa2x- l x a, brick is the shape determined by the rectan- 
gular block of cells (rl, r2, . . . , r,,) with 0~ ri C q, i = 1,2, . . . , n and all cell 
weights equal to 1. ul, a2, . . . , a,, denote positive integers. 
Note that according to these definitions, bricks may be translated, but not 
rotated. For bricks, conjugation iis equivalent o rotation, but this is not the case 
for arbitrary shapes. 
A shape A will be said to be positioned when a finite se6 of cells is chosen to 
represent A. If w is a complex number, then WA denotes the shape obtained by 
multiplying all the cell weights of A by w. Suppose now that S is a finite set of 
shapes (A,, A,. . . . , Ak}. and that there are available arbitrarily many copies of 
each. We may then take a number of copies of each shape, multiply each one by 
some complex number, and position them in R”. By superimposing them, i.e. 
adding the corresponding weights in each cell, another shape, A, is obtained, and 
we say that A has been packed with the shapes A,, AZ, . . . , Ak. If we insist that 
all cell weights and all multipliers be equal to 1, this generalised definition of 
packing reduces to the conventional concept of covering A with non-overlapping 
copiesof Al,A2r...vAr,. 
For a given set, S, the question then arises of ul*hich shapes may be packed with 
t.‘~e members of S in this generalised sense. We ?ahall obtain a necessary condition 
fol olrckability, involving a certain affine algebraic; variety, V, associated with S, 
and bgder more restrictive conditions, this will also be sufficient. The dimension 
of V turns out to be an important invariant. A general concept of ‘colouring’ will 
also be introduced, whereby a colouring is defined as the assignment of a complex 
number to each cell of R” in such a way that, wherever any shape in S is 
positioned, the (weighted) sum of the numbers in its cells will be zero. The 
colourings then form a C-vector space, and we shall investigate its structure and 
dimension. Each colouring gives rise to a test for packability, and we will show 
that if all colourings can be determined, then these tests are compkete, in the sense 
that c*.‘ery shape which passes all the tests is actually packable. This : .- -rlt 5s r‘J 
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practical value only when the colouring space is finite-dimzns~ar.& and we shall 
see that this happens precisely when dim V = 0. 
Part II special&s to packing with bricks, an$ the algebraic structures referred 
to above will appear in a more concrete form. From this, necessary alld sufficient 
conditions will be derived for the packability of one brick (or ‘box’) with others, 
and it will be shown that all multipliers may be taken as =tl in all caf-es, and as +l 
only, when the box is sufficiently large. When a large box is ZG% completely 
packable in the conventional sense, it will be shown that the asymptotic behaviour 
of the wasted volume is closely related to the dimension of the algebraic variety, 
V, as the size of the box tends to infinity. The final result in Part II will give an 
effective method of deciding the packability of an arbitrary shape (e.g. a box with 
holes) with positive and negative copies of bricks from a given set. 
2. Algebraic geometry 
Since this paper deals with a combinatorial topic, it seems appropriate to 
introduce here the concepts and results from classical algebraic geometry which 
will be used. 
Given a finite set of polynomials fl, f2, . . . , fk in n indeterminates x1, x2, . . . , x,, 
over C, we may form the ideal 
generated by fl, f2, . . . , fk. Conversely, Hilbert’s Basis Theorem guarantees that 
every ideal of @[x1, . . . , x,,] is generated by such a finite set. A ring in which every 
ideal is finitely generate is called Noetheriun, and what the Basis Theorem actually 
says is that this property is preserved when we form polynomial rings. The set of 
points in C” at which f,=fi== - l =fk=O is called an algebraic variety, V. Every 
polynomial in I also vanishes on V, so we may think of V as being determined by 
I, and write V = V(I). The radical, rad(I), is the set of all polynomials fE 
@I%, l l l , q] such that f’ E I for some positive integer r. It is again an ideal, 
cclntaining I. We say I is a radical ideal if I = rad(I}, that is if f’ E 4 =$ fe I. 
Just as the ideal I determines the variety V, so the variety V determines 
another ideal, namely the set of all polynomials which vanish at every point of V. 
Clearly this latter ideal contains rad(I), and Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz (strong form) 
asserts that it is equal to rad(l). Thus f vanishes ai every point of V(I) if and only 
if some power of f belongs to I. In the special case when V(p) is empty, the 
constant polynomial 1 belongs to I, so I is the unit ideal. Thus we have the weak 
form of the Nullstellensatz, that some linear combination of fI, f2, . . . . fk i? equal 
to 1 if and only if they have no common zeros. This may be viewed av an n 
variable extension of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, because it says that 
the system of equations fi = f2 = l l l = fk = 0 always has a complex solution, except 
when the equations are inconsistent, in the sense that some linear CP- Finatk*~ of 
~~WI-I v4l yield the contradictk3 - h -= ‘% 
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Since V may be viewed as the variety associated with rad(d) instead of I, there 
is a one-to-one order inverting correspondence between algebraic varieties in 63” 
and asdic-38 ideals in C[x,, . . . y ~1. 
V is s&d to be irreduciMe if it is not the union of two smaller varieties. This is L 
equ;valent o the condition that the associated radical ideal is prime. Every variety 
can be expressed, esseeltially uniquely, as a finite union of irreducible varieties. 
Correspondingly, every radical ideal may be expressed, essentially uniquely, as a 
finite. intersection of prime ideals. 
Any polynomial may be thought of as a function to be evaluated at points of V. 
Two polynomials determine the same function on V if their difference lies in the 
assc,-iated radical ideal. Thus, the ring of polynomial functions on V is isomorphic 
to the quotient ring @[xl. . . . . x,,]/rad( I). If V is irreducible, this 1 ing is an integral 
dom;nin. and so has a field of fractions. The trancendence degree of this field over 
Q: is called the dimension of V. This agrees with the intuitive notion that a point 
hzs dimension 0, a curve has dimension 1, and so on. Finally, the dimension of a 
reducWe variety is defined as the maximum of the dimensions of its irreducible 
comptinents. Proofs of the foregoing results may be found in [2], and most other 
texts on algebraic geometry. 
Let x,,xp...*x, be indeterminates over c. We associate the monomial 
x;+ a . . xl with: the cell (J,, rz, . . . v rn). Let A be a shape with weight 
w(r,, ?2, . . . , rn) in the cell (r,, r-,, . . . . r,,). 
De&&on 3.1. The shape polynomial fA (xl, x2, . . . , x,J is the sum 
r: w(r1,. . . , r,,x;t ’ - l XL; taken over all cells of A. 
Clearly f.4 (x1, . . . q x,J is an element of the ring C[xl, . . . , x,, xl’, . . . , xi’] and 
translating A by an integer vector ial, a2.. . . , a,,) will multiply fA(xl, . . . , x,,) by 
the E:onomial x~lx~; . - - x2. Thus, shape polynomials are determined only up to 
.nultiJlication by an arbitrary monomial. If we wish, we may translate A so that it 
lk: entirely in the positive cone, and its shape p<>lynomial wi l then be an element 
of L,:x,. . . . , XJ. 
Nov: let S = {A,, AZ, . , . , Ak} be a finite set of shapes, and let fl, f2, . . . , fk be 
their sespttctive shape polynomials. Let J be the ideal of @[xl,. . . , EC,, xl’, 
. . . $ x, ‘1 generated by fl, f2, . . . , fk. Since every monomial is a unit in this ring, J 
is indepesldcnt of the positioning of Al, A2, . . . , Ak. If copies of one shape, say 
A Ir are translated by integer vectors (pi 1, ai2, . . . , ai,) and multiplied by complex 
nu&Jcrs w,, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and superimposed, the resulting shape will have 
polynomial & where 
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Hence we see that an arbitrary shape B is packable with Al, A*, . . . , Ak if and 
only if its shape polynomial has the form glfi + gzfa + l 9 l + g& i.e. B is packable 
if and only if f”(n,, . . . , x&J. 
IDan 3.2. The shape ideal, I, associated with S is J nU&, . . . , x,,]. 
Thus I is an ideal of C[x,, _ . . , x,,] and clearly has the property: 
If f~@[q, . . . , a] and X;IX~~ l l l X$~E I for some 
kb a2, . . . ,u,,)Mn, then fEL 
DefinMon 3.3. S is a radical set of shapes 
Delbitbu 3.4. The shape uariety, V, is the 
(3.2.1) 
if I is a radical ideal. 
variety V(I). 
Definition 3.5. A point (al, cy2,. . , ar,)~C” is proper if CX~QL~ l l l a,#O. If me of 
(Xl, a2, * l * 9 a, is zero, the point is improper. 
Lema 3.6. Let f E @[xl, . . . , x,,] and suppose that f vanishes at all proper points of 
V. Then f also uanishes at the improper points of V. 
Proof. Let f vanish at all proper points of V. Then x1x2 l l l sf vanishes at all 
points of V. Hence, by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, x1x2 l l l x,&z rad(l), SC* th::t 
(X,X2 l l l x,J)’ E I for some r. But thei] f r E I by property (3.2, l), so f vanishes at 
every point of V. 
Lemma 3.7. If V has only finitely many proper points, then it has no improper 
points. 
Proof. Let P,, I$, . . . , Pr be the proper points of V, and let Q be an improper 
point. Let A(x,,...,x,)=htxl+A2x2+‘.‘+h,~, where A1,h2,...,An are arbit- 
rary complex numbers, and denote by A(P) the value of A(x,, . . . , x,,) at a point 
P. Then the polynomial ni= 1 A(x,, . . . , x,) - A(Pi)) vanishes at P1, Pz, . . . , P, and 
hence by Lemma 3.6 also vanishes at Q. Hence A(Q) = A(Pi) for some i. But 
A . . . ) A, are arbitrary, and so ni=, (A(Q) - A(Pi)) regarded as a polynomial in 
A:: AZ, . . . , A,, vanishes at every point of C”. It follows that A(Q) = A(Pi) identi- 
cally for some i, and hence that Q = Pi, which is a contradiction. 
We cap now prove the following fundamental lemma: 
Lemma 3.8. Let B be a shape with polynomial f&, . . . , x,,) E @[xl, . . . , xJ: Then 
a necessary condition for B to be packable with shapes from S is that 
f&*3 l - a, x,) = 0 at every point of V. If S is a radical set, this condition is also 
sufficient. 
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Mf. Suppose !3 is packable. Then fB(xr, . . . , x,,) is a linear combination of 
polynomials &ich vanish at all proper points of V. (The shape polynomials 
cannot be cuaiib;ut.ed at imnroper points if At, . . . . 4 are positioned so as to 
involve negative powers <..si x L a + l . , x,,.) Hence &(x1, . . . , G) vanishes at all proper 
points of V, and therefor: vanishes at all p&nts of V by Lemma 3.6, Conversely, 
suppose that fs(x,, . . . , x,,) = 0 at every point of V. Then by the strong form of 
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, f&r, . . . , x& rad(1). If S is radical, then I = rad(I), so 
that j”(x,, . . . , x,&z IC,J and B is packable. 
RR-k, It is not always easy to tell if a given set of shapes is radical, and some 
useful results in ihis direction are given in Section 7. Also, in Part II, it will be 
shown that every set of bricks is radical. 
It sometimes happens that the shapes in S can be arranged to pack a single cell. 
It then follows that they will pack any shape whatsoever, and S is said to be a 
complete set. The next theorem gives a practical test for completeness. 
Theorem 3.9. S is complete if and only if V is empty. 
R%&. The shape polynomial of a single cell positioned at (0, 0, . . . , 0) is the 
constant polynomial 1. Hence S is complete if and only if 1 E I. By the weak form 
of the Nullstellensatz, this is equivalent to the cttndition V = 8. 
To illustrate the power of Theorem 3.9, we show that the three: pentominoes: 
in R* form a complete set. Their shape polynomials are (writing x, y, instead of x1, 
x2): 
1+x*+y+xy+x*y, x+xy+y*+xy"+X*y*, 1+x+x*+y+xy. 
To r’nd the zeros of the first two, we obtain 
Y = -(1 +x2)/(1 +x+x2) (3.9.1) 
from the first, and substituting in the secc)kad leads to 
x4+3x2+1 =o. (3.9.2) 
This equation has four roots for x, and with y given by (3.9.1), we find four points 
in C* at which the first two polynomials vanish. Inspection sholws that the third 
polynJmia1 does not vanish at any of these points, so V is empty. Hence we 
deducz that the three given pentominoes will pack a single cell, but it is by no 
mean+ obvious how they do so. 
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4. Pack&q with rest&ted weigh&J 
Although every shape is packable with the three pentominoes just consiriered, 
it is clear that for a conventional packing, or even a packing with integer 
multipliers, the axa of the shape to be packed must be a multiple of 5, (T& area, 
or volume of a weighted shqe many be defived as the sum of all its cell weights.) 
This shows that restricting weights and multipliers to a particu1a.r subset if C gives 
rise to additional problems. The three main types of rest&M packiry.., WJ now 
=‘: U .: ,\2 9’ isidered. 
4. i Rational packings 
Suppose that the shapes in S, and the shape B to be packed, all have rational 
cell weights. If there is a packing of B using complex multipliers, then there is also 
a packing using rational multipliers. For if we know the position of each shape in 
the packing, the multipliers may be found by solving a system of linear equations 
with rational coefficients. If such a system has a solution at all, then it has a 
rational solution. The same remarks apply if we restrict weights and multipliers to 
lie in any other subfield of @. Thus, rational 
problem. 
4.2. Integer packings 
Multiplying a shape A by a positive integer m 
packings present no additional 
is clearly equivalent to superti- 
posing nr similarly positionsd topics of A. Thus the problem of packing using 
integer multipliers is equivalent to that of packing with all multipliers equal to -ii, 
i.e. using only ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ copies of the shapes in S. 
If these shapes, and the shape B to be packed, all have integer cell weights, the 
existence of a packing with complex (and hence rational) multipliers does not 
imply the existence of a packing with integer multipliers, as the example of 3.9 
shows. However, the extra conditions necessary for an integer packing involve 
more than mere area considerations. This is illustrated by the following problem 
of S.W. Golomb, solved by D.A. Klarner [3-6]. 
Let S consist of the shape 
in R*, together with its seven rotations and reflections. Golomb asks for all 
rectangles which can be packed with these shapes in the conventional sense, i.e. 
with all multiplers equal to 1. Even with kl as multiplers, it is clear that the area 
of such a rectangle must be divisible by 4, but this is not sufficient. If the cells of 
lR2 are coloured as in Fig. 1 we see that each positive or negative shape will 
contain an odd number of black cells. Since a rectangle with area divisible by 4 
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Fig. 1. 
contains an even number of black cells, ak1 even number of shapes must be used in 
the packing. Hence the area of an integrally packable rectanalle must be divisible 
by Is. This condition can be shown to be sufficient by exhibiting integer packings 
for the 1 x 8 and 2 x 4 rectangles. 
The situation for rational packings is strikingly different. Using rational multi- 
pliers, we can pack a 2 x 2, and even a 1 x 2 rectangle. Fig. 2 shows how this is 
done. The shape variety V in this case consists of the single point (-1, -1), so it is 
not possible to pack a single cell with this set. In fact it ii; easy to see that an 
arbitrary shape is packable with this set if and only if it is packable with dominoes. 
Furthermore, a shape with integer cell weights will be packable using rational 
multipliers whose denominators do not exceed 4. The next theorem shows that 
the denominators of rational multipliers may always be chosen from a bounded 
set. 
Theorem 4.2. Let S be a set of integral shapes (i.e. shapes with integer cell 
weights). Then there is a positive integer m with the following property: 
Zf apz integral shape, B, is rationally packable with shapes from S, then mB is 
integrally packable with shapes from S. 
The least such m will be called thg integer packing index of S. 
knob. Consider the set of integral shapes which are rationally packable with 
sha,jes from S. Their associated polynomials form an ideal in H[x,, . . . , 
x,,x;‘,..., xi’]. Since this is a Noetherian ring, the ideal has a finite set of 
generators corresponding to integral shapes B,, B2* . . . , B,. Then every integral 
shape which is rationally packable with shapes frlom S $ integrally packable with 
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B1, B2, . . . , B,_ Furthermore, each Bi is rat’ionally packable with shapes from S. 
Hence we may take m to be a common denominator for all rational multipliers 
occurring in the packings of &, &, . . . , B,. 
RenuuL. To obtain a criterion for integer packability, one must compare the ideal 
described above to the ideal of Z[x,, . . . , x,,, XT’, . , . , xi’] generated by the shape 
polynomials of S, and then determine the structure of the quotient group of one 
ideal by the other. Although this is feasible in particular cases, it seems di&ult to 
do in general. Fortunately this problem does not arise for bricks, since it will be 
shown in Part II that the integer packing index of every set of bricks is equal to 1. 
4.3. True (or conventional) packings 
These are packings in which all cell weights and all multipliers are equal to 1. It 
is often difficult to decide if a true packing of a given shape exists, even if an 
integer packing is known. The main difficulty is that the positive integers do not 
form a ring, so that the algebraic structure is lost. If all the shapes involved are 
bricks, however, the existence of an integer packing does guarantee the existence 
of a true packing if the brick (or box) to be packed is sufficiently large. This will 
be proved in Part II. 
5. co!ourings 
We shall now approach the problem of packability of a given shape from 
another point of view, which will lead to a criterion for packability different from 
Lemma 3.8. 
A well-known recreational problem asks for a chessboard with two opposite 
corner cells deleted to be covered with 31 dominoes. This is easily shown to be 
impossible by observing that each domino covers one black cell and one white 
one, whereas the board contains 3@ squares of one colour and 32 of the other. 
This simple ‘colouring’ argument may be restated in the following form, which is 
capable of wide generalisaiion. Suppose that instead of colouring the cells of lR2 
black and white, we place the numbers 1 and -1 alternately in them. Then no 
matter where a domino is placed on the lattice, the numbers inside it will sum to 
zero. The same must therefore be true of any shape which is packable with 
dominoes, even if overlaps and complex multipliers arc permitted. Since the 
deleted chessboard contains numbers summing to *2, it is not packable. 
Thus we are led to make the following definition: 
De&ziW~ 5.1. A coloun’ng for the set S is a map assigning a complex number to 
each cell of IF?’ in such a way that wherever any (weighted) shape in S is 
positioned, the (weighted) sum of the numbers in its cells will be zero. If the same 
is true of another shape, B, we shall say that B fits the colouring. 
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An obvious necessary condition for the packability of B with shapes from S is 
that B should fit ,111 possible colourings. It turns out that this condition is also 
sufficient, and hence it is desirable to be able to classify all the colourings. 
Colourings may clc:arly be added component-wise, or multiplied by any complex 
scalar. Thus they form a C-vector space, %?, which we shall call the colouring 
space. We aim to compute dim %, and if possible, to construct a basis for it. (A 
particular case when S consists of the two shapes 
and _- 
-i 
in R’ was treated by J.H. Conway in a lecture given at Royal Holloway College in 
197 1 when it was shown that dim %’ = 8.) 
Standard coburings 
Let P=(a1,az,..., a,,) be a proper point of the shape variety V, and define 
c&Z” +C by 
cp(rl, f2, . . . , rn) = a;la? l l l ai!. 
Then cP is a colouring, since if a shape A ES is positioned in R” so that its 
polynomial is f(x,, x2, . . . , x,)), the (weighted) sun? of the numbers in its cells will 
be f(a,, a?, . . . , a,), which is zero since P E V. cp is cafkd the standard colowring 
at P. 
Theorem 5.2. S is f:omplete if mtd only if % = (0). 
Proof. This could be derived as a corollary of the more general Theorem 5.3 
below, but we give the proof which follows on account of its simplicity. 
Let S be complete. Then the shap,:s in S will pack a single cell, and so a single 
cell fit:; every ;olouring. Clearly this can only happen if the number in every cell is 
i Trr;, hence %’ = (0). Conversely, suppose S is not complete. Then by Theorem 
3.~ V is non-empty, and by Lemma 3.7 must h;+ve at least one proper point, P. 
Sinct cp is clearly non-zero, %Y # (0). 
We shall now relate %? algebraically to the riq; T =@[xl, . . . , x,,, xi’, . . . , xi’] 
and the ideal J E 7’ generated by the polynomials of the shapes in S. Each of ‘I’, J, 
and T/J has the structure of a @-vector space. The first has as a basis the set of all 
monomials x;l~x~~ - l l x> where (al, u2, . . . , a,) E Z”. ‘Hence it may be regarded as 
a free vector space on the set Z”, so there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between maps P” -+ C, and linear maps A : T --*<I, i.e. elements of the dual space 
T*. L: t A E T*, and suppose thar ihe number A(x~Ix~~ l l l .x2) is assigned to the 
cell (q, a?, . . . , a,). If a shape A is now positioned with polynomial f, the 
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weighted sum of the numbers in its cells will be hcf). If f~l?ows that A, viewed as a 
map Z* + C will be a colouring if and only if it annihilates the subspace J. But 
there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between linear maps T *@ which 
annihilate J, and linear maps T/J + @. Hence the colouring space % is canonically 
isomorphic to (?‘/J)*. We can now give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
packability. 
Theorem 5.3. A shape, B, is packable with shapes fmm S if and only if B fits every 
coburing for S. 
Proof. If B is packable, then as was noted above, it is clear that 33 must fit every 
colouring. Suppose, conversely, that B is not packable. Thei, its polynomial f does 
not belong to J. Hence, f= f+J is a non-zero element of T/J and is therefore 
contained in a basis 3. Define 
h(j) = 1, h(g) = 0 
Then A extends uniquely to a 
T ---, 6: which annihilates J, but 
which B does not fit. 
A:~-4 by 
if g#f. 
linear map T/J +C, and hence to a linear map 
does not annihilate f. We have found a colouring 
Theorem 5.3 may be interpreted as meaning that if a packing with complex 
weights and multipliers is impossible, then it can be proved impossible by a 
colouring argument. If dim(T/J) (and hence dim %‘) is infinite, however, then 
finding a suitable colouring requires the axiom of choice. The theorem is clearly 
much more useful when dim %’ is finite, and we now investigate when this 
happens. 
Let R =C[x*, x2,. . . , x,]. Then R is embedded in T, and the kernel of the 
composite map 
R-,T+T#Ll (5.3.1) 
is the shape ideal I. Hence we have an embedding R/I --, T/J. Suppose that 
dim V> 0. Then there is at least one polynomial fc R which when regarded a 5 a 
function on some irreducible component of V, is transcendental. Hence, no 
polynomial in f can belong to I, and so 1, f, f2, . . . represent infinitely many 
linearly independent elements of R/I. Hence dim(R/I) and dim(‘I’,‘,J) are infinite. 
It follows that dim %? = dirn( T/J)* is uncountably infinite, and we shall not discuss 
this case further. 
Suppose now that dim V = 0. In this case, we say that S is a semi-complete set 
of shapes. Each co-ordinate function q is then algebraic on every component of 
V, so there is a polynomial f(q) in x, only, which vanishes at every point of V. By 
raising f(Xi) to a suitable power, and using the Nullstellensatz, we may assume 
that f(q) E I. Dividing f(q) by a suitable power of Xi, we can find an element of J 
of the form 
Xi' -ta()+a*X~+"'tqXf 
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Thus, xi1 is congruent (mod J) to a polynomial in x+ It follows that every element 
of C[x ,,..., x,,,x;‘,..., xi’] is congruent (modJ) to an element of 
@ix,, . . . , x,,]. Then the map (53.1) is surjective, and R/I is isomorphic, as a ring 
to T/J. 
Now if each 4 satisfies a polynomial equation (mod I) of degree r,, it follows 
that R/I, as a vector space, is spanned by the finite set of monomials 
(xyIx;2 l l ’ X~lO~a,Cri,i=1,2,...,n}. 
Hence dim % = dim( T/J)* = dim( R/I)* = dim(R/I), which is finitz. We state this 
result as a theorem: 
Theorem 5.4. dim %’ is finite if and only if dim V = 0, i.e. if S is semi-complete. 
The condition dim V = 0 is, of course, equivalent to the statement that V is a 
finite set of points. 
6. The structure of the coIouring space 
It is clearly desirable to be able to explicitly construct a basis for %’ in the 
semi-complete cast. For then, by Theorem 5.5, the packability of any given shape 
may be decided by testing it against a finite set of known colstu&gs. The next 
theorem does this for any radical set of shapes. 
Theorem 6.1. Let S be a semi-complete set of shapes. and let V = (PI, P2, 
Then the following conditions are equivizlent: 
( 1) S is a radical set. 
(2) dim %’ = k = IVl. 
(3 The standard colourings cl?, cp2, . . . , cpk are a basis for % 
Proof. Consider the linear map @[xl, x2, . . . , x,-J + Ck defined by 
f -+ (flPpflP4 * l l 9 flp,) L 
. . 
l , pkh 
(6.1.1) 
whert f Ip denotes the value of f at the point P. The kernel of this map is the set 
of polyno:nials which vanish at all points of V. By the NullstellensaPz, this is the 
radical. rad(ZJ. Furthermore, it is easy to see that (6.1.1) is surjective. For if 
1 I s i < k, w can choose a linear form A@,, . 
whenever s + j. Then the polynomial 
satisfie&, fi(Pi)= 1, fi(P;)=O if ifj, and a lineal combination & di will take 
arbitrarily prescribed Falues a,, u2,. . . , uk at PI P pk. 29 - * - 9 
. . , G) such that A(Pi)#A(P,) 
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Thus, (6.1.1) gives rise to a vector space isomorphism of R/rad(I) onto ck. 
Suppose now, that S is radical, so that R/rad(l) = R/I. Then a basis for %? = (R/f)” 
may be found by composing (6.1,l) with the projections of U? onto each of its 
components, i.e. by taking the maps f + & for i = 1,2, . s . ) k. But these are 
simply the standard colourings, so we have shown that (l)+(3). 
That (3) +(2) is trivial. To show that (2)=$(l), suppose that S is not radical. 
Then the natural map R/I + R/rad(I) has a non-trivial kernel, and hence 
dim Cg = dim (R/I)* = dim(R/I) >dim(R/rad(l)) = dim Q=k - k 
This completes the proof. 
We have shown incidentally that dim %?> IV1 if S is not radical. Hence, a 
non-radical set may always be detected by the existence of a ‘non-standard’ 
colouring, as the following example shows. 
Consider a variant of Golomb’s problem of Section 4.2, in which S consists of 
just the four shapes 
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Their respective polynomials are :
1+x+y+y*, 1+x+yax*, x + xy + y*+ xy*, y+xy+x*+x*y, 
and a simple calculation shows that the shape variety V consists of the three 
points 
(-1, -l), (i, -i), and (-i, i) where i = t/-i. 
The corresponding standard colourings are depicted in Fig. 3. If S were radical, 
we would have dim Cg = 3, and any shape which fits these three colourings, (e.g. a 
3 X 8 rectangle) would be packable. However, Fig, 4 shows another colouring 
which, since it is not periodic, cannot be a linear combination of the standard 
ones. A 3 x 8 rectangle does not fit this colouring, and therefore cannot be packed 
with the given shapes, even in the gene:*alised 3ense. 
It turns out in this case that the standard colourings, together with that of Eig. 
4, do form a basis for %, and hence give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
packabi!ity. The extra colouring is of a type known as a d#erentiul colouring. It is 
ss;ociated with ?he point (- 1, A), which is in a certain sense, a ‘double’ pr,int 
of V. 
In i-yt-= &nension, the multiplicity of a root of a polynomial may be defined in 
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Fig. 4. 
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concqt in C. ’ WC shall need to use partial derivatives. I& A denote the ring of 
difkrentkl ‘sperakrs on C[q, . . . , XJ generated over C by M&, alax,, . .. , a/ah. 
Then A k a C-vector space having as a basis the di&rential monomials 
[$--U’(+--Ja2**j;~, a,;az,...,a,%O. C 
,. 
The m!er of an 01 r’:~+J-J;~ jr D E A is defined as the maximum value of al + a2 + l l 8 -I- 
a, takzl over al? pp3nornial terms of D. If P is a point of the shape variety V, we 
define the multipl::~~ space at P by 
Mp={D~A Ife4+DflP=0}. (6.2.1) 
It is a subspace of A and contains the constant operator 1. For any D E A& the 
map f + ID& annihilates I, and thus induces a map R/I + C, and hence a 
colouring. The colourings obtained in this way for non-constant D are called 
differential coburings. Since every DE&& gives rise to a colouring, we have a 
natural map A& + w. 
L45uuna 6.2. The map A& + v is injectiue. 
proof, Let D be a ditierential operator which gives rise to the zero colouring. 
Then D& = 0 for every f~ C[x,, . . . , x,J. Let P = (aI, a2,. . . , a,) and let 
be a monomial term of D. Let f = (x, - (Y J*l . l 9 (x,, - a,,)% Then Of evaluated at 
P yields arcll ! a2! l l l a, !, from which cy = 0. Hence D, expressed as a polynomial 
in b/ax,, . . . , a/a% has all its coefficients zero, and thus the kernel of A& + %? is 0, 
which completes the proof. 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 5.4 is that dim A& is finite 
when the set S is semi-complete. We shall refer to dim A& as the multiplicity of 
the point P. 
Let v={PI,&,..., Pk) where each Pi has multiplicity ri, and set I = If= 1 rim Let 
Ql, Di2, l l l 3 Diq be a basis for MP4 for i = 1,2, . . . , k. Our aim will be to show 
that the corresponding colourings form a basis for %--thus, the equality dim %’ = 
IV\ holds even in the non-radical case if the points of V are counted according to 
their multiplicities. 
Let us *consider the map C[x,, . . . , x,] + C’ defined by 
f + W’uf lpp . . l > Dlr,f h,, &If Ip,, .. . , Dkr$lq). (6.2.2) 
We will show firstly that this may is surjective, and SC-ondly that its kernel is 
precisely I. 
For any point P = (Ye, (Ye, . . . , a,) E C”, denote by mP the maximal ideal of 
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qx t9 . . . , r;l] consisting of all polynomials which vanish at R Then mP is 
generated by (4 - ai}i = 1,2,_..,n, and for any r, (mp)’ is generated by the products 
(x, - Q*)“~(xl,-a*)~ l ’ l (x, -yp 
with Ezl ai = r. Any polynomial f has a Taylor ewansion about P of the form 
where 
(6.2.3) 
and two polynomials f and g are congruent (mod mb) if and only if their Taylor 
expansions agree in all terms of degree cr. By (6.2.3) this is equivalent to the 
condition DflP = Dg IP for all ooerators D of order cr. 
Now suppose we are given arbitrary constants Gj for i = 1,2,. . . , k and 
1 ~j s ri. T%en the surjectivity of (6.2.2) will be established by producing a 
polynomial f for which 
Qif IP, = Cij for l<i<k and 1Sjsri. (6.2.4) 
Choose r larger than the maximum order of any differential operator in any of the 
multiplicity r$paces A&,, M&, = . . , A&. Then for each i, the operators 
Di19 ai2t * l . , Oil; are linearly independent combinations of the monomial 
operators 
Hence for each i, there are numbers Wi(Ul, . . . ) u,,) such that the condition 
for all (a,, . . .,Q,) with f u,,<r 
h=l 
.nplies (6.2.4). Let 
gi = 
C wi(al9 l - - 9 &) 
a,! l l l a,. 
, (X: i - (Yi 1)41 ’ ’ ’ (& - cYi,)a” 
where Pi = (ai 1, . . . , ai,,) and the summation is over 
vectors (a,, . . . , a,) with ul+uz+ l *+a,<r. Then 
(6.2.5) 
all non-negative integer 
and therefore (6.2.5) will be satisfied by any polynomial f for which 
f=g&~odrnL~) for i-l,2 ,..., k. (632.6) 
To achieve (6.2.6) we construct, as in the proof of Theorem 6J, polynomials 
f l,*-*r f& tJ0 that fil& =1 ami r;lP, =0 for i#j. Then fi-1 (modmP,) and fi50 
(modmp,)for i#j,andthepolynomialshI,...,~defined~yh,=l-(l-f~will 
clearly satisfy 
&=l(modmQ and h,=O(modm&) for if j. 
Finally, the polynomial f = cfLpEf gh satisfies (6.2.6) and the surjectivity of (6,2.2) 
is established. To compute the kernel of (6.2.2) we shall need an auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma 6.3. Let t be a positiue integer. Then there exist polynomials el, e2, . . . , ek 
such that q E nF=lf+i (mp,)r for i = 1,2, . . . , k and & q = 1. 
le)rcbot. Let 8, = n+i (mp,)‘, and consider the variety V(%i). Clearly, every polyno- 
mial in %i vanishes at P1, P2,. . . , Pi-19 Pi+l,. . . , Pk. If Q is any other point we 
may construct a polynomial f such that flo = 1 and &, = 0 for j# i. But then 
f E (mp,)r for all j # i, and so f” E %i, but does not vanish at Q. It follows that 
V(~i)=(Pill~jaK,j#i}=V-(Pi}. Hence !&i-%2+** “i-8, has variety con- 
tained in n ;=I (V-{Pi}) = 8. By the weak form of the Nullstellensatz, we con- 
clude that %,+&+* l l +%k is the unit ideal and the lemma follows. 
In a Noetherian ring, every ideal contains a power of its radical, and we now 
choose t so that (rad 1)‘~ I. Let t denote the number of non-negative integer 
vectors (al, cp,, . . . u,,) with EYE1 n, < r, and let P be a point of V. Define the map 
&C[X,,...,X,,]-~’ by 
No = { ($y l ’ l (&)anflP] 
where the index set is all non-negative integer vectors (al.. . . , a,,) with Czl q < 1. 
If A :C’ + C is the projection of C’ onto the component corresponding to 
(al, . . . , u,,)? we have 3 
Since (C’)* is spanned by these co-ordinate projections, it follows that every 
linear map A : Cc’ + C corresponds to 8 uniclue differential operator D of order cr 
such that A@(f) = I& for all fE @[x1,. . , x,J. Furthermore, if h annihilates the 
subspace @(I), we have DflP = 0 for all fe I, and hence D E .A&. Now take f to be 
a polynomial belonging to the kernel of (6,2.2), i.e. such that DflP = 0 whenever 
PEV and DEA&. We will show that ~EI. 
Let A :@’ --, @ be any linear map which annihilates 6(I), and D E Mp be the 
corresponding differential operator. Then A@(f) = Dflp = 0. IIence every linear 
map which annihilates 6(I) also annihilates @If). By standard linear algebra, it 
follows that e(f) E 0(I), so that e(f) = 6(g) where g E 1. The kernel of 6 is the set of 
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polynomials whose Taylor expansions about P contain no terms of degree <r, and 
this is precisely pn& Hence, setting h = f - g, we have f = g -I- ?I where g E I and 
h E m;l. This being true for every P E V, it follows that, for i = 1,2, . . . , k, f may 
be represented as 
f=g,+h, where gi E Z and I+ E (nis)‘. 
Let el, e2.. . . , er, be the polynomials given by Lemma 6.3. Then 
By the strong form of the Nuilstellensatz, nF= 1 mp, = rad I, and hence 
eihi E (rad I)’ z Z. 
But then eif = eig ‘r eJ+ E Z, and on summing over i, f E I. This shows that I is the 
kernel of the map (6.2.2), which therefore establishes an isomorphism between 
Z?lZ and @I. Since the colouring space % is precisely the dual of R/Z, we have 
proved the foilowing characterisation of %? in the semi-complete case: 
Theorem 6.A ZA S ,he a semi-c:omp& set of shapes. Then dim % = xpEv dim I&, 
and the smps f --+ Dflp form a basis of Ce, where P nms throughV, and for each P, 
D runs through a basis of Mp 
ihe appearance of the *differential colouring given in Fig. 4 can now be 
explained by the fact that P = (-1, - 1) is a double point of V whose multiplicity 
space is spanned by the operators 1 and d/dx + alay. The colouring is obtained by 
assigning to the cell (a, b) the value 
X”yb~(_l.-,) = (-1) a+b-‘(~ + b). 
7. Paaetia~I tests for packability 
t‘3r any semi-complete jet S, Theorem 6.4 will give a practical test for 
packability in the generalised sense if the points P, and their multiplicity spaces 
can be determined. Given a finite set of generators for I, it is a straighforward, if 
sometimes tedious matter to Ic.cate their commk:rn zeros and find the points of V. 
Hence it will be appropriate here to make some remarks on how to determine the 
muitiphcity space, i.e. given P, to find all differential operators D such that 
Dflp = 0 for all fe I. For D to lie in Mp it is not sufficient that Dflp = 0 for each 
generator f. This must be true also for any multiple of a generator, of which there 
are infinitely many. Now any differential operator in A is of the form 
O(C Ir I&,. . . , D,,) where Q is a polynomial an’d ZIi = a/ax+ We may obtain other 
difierential operators by ‘differentiating’ Q with respect to D1, D2,. . . , D,,. There 
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is then a Taykr-type formula for Q operating on a product, namely 
(In one variable this reduces to the familiar Leibnitz formula for (d”/dx”)(fs).) 
When g = q we obtain 
Hence if fc I and Q(D,, . . . , 0,) E A& it follows that 
&Q(D;,...,D,,) &=O, * . 
i 1 
and hence aQ/ari, E A&. Thus if an operator belongs to Mb, then so do all its 
‘derivatives’. Furthermore, taking f as a generator of I in (7.1.1) and g arbitrary, 
it follows that if Q and its various ‘derivatives’ have the propety 
DflP = 0 for every generator f, (7.1.3) 
then Q itself satisfies Q(&, . . . , D,,)(fg& = 0 for every generator f and arbitrary 
g. To construct a basis for A&, we can therefore proceed as follows: 
First find all operators of order 1 which satisfy (7.1.3). Since their derivatives 
are constants, these will lie in MP. Next, find all second-order operators satisfying 
(7.1.3), whose nrst order derivatives are among the ones already found. Continu- 
ing with operators of order 3, 4, etc. will eventually lead to a basis for A&. In 
practice, it is rarely necessary to pursue this process very far. In fact a set of 
polynomials chosen at random will almost certainly generate a radical ideal, in 
which case the situation is much simpler. For a semi-complete set S, it is clear 
from Theorems 6.1 and 6.4 that S (or I) will be radical if and only if every point 
of V has multiplicity 1. Hence S can be shown to be radical by ‘proving, for each 
PE V, that there are no first-order differential operators satisfying (7.1.3). How- 
tver, in many cases, the following simpler criterion may be applied: 
Theorem 7.1. Let S be a semi-csmpEete set of shapes with ideal I. Then I is radical 
if nnd or,ly if it contains a square-pee polynomial fi (q) in q only, for i = 
1,2,. . . :, n. 
Proof. We have already noted in Section 5.3 that when dim V = 0, I contains a 
ptilvnomial fi(q) in q only. If I is radical, it must contain also the square-free part 
of this polynomial. Conversely, suppose that I contains square-free polynomials 
J#~) for i= 1,2, _. . , n. Let P=(oL~,~x~, . . . ,a,,)~ V, let DEM& and choose a 
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monomial term 
of D gvhose exponent vector (a*,. . . , u.J is maximal in the sense that no other 
monomial term has an exponent vector ( bl, . . . , b,) with bi 2 aj for all i. Assume 
that a > 0 for some i. Then apply D to the polynomial 
dnd evaluate at P. This yields 
w(a,, - ’ *, &)(Ui - l)! fl(ai) n aj! = O 
j#i 
and since fi is square-free and vanishes at P, fir(ai) # 0 and hence W(LZ*, . . . , G) = 
0. It foitows that D is a constant, so that P has multiplicity 1, and I is radical. 
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